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Research Statement

A Two-step, Two-level Transformation

Discrete event logistics systems (DELS) are a class of dynamic systems that are defined by the transformation of
discrete flows through a network of interconnected subsystems; e.g. supply chain, manufacturing plants,
transportation networks, warehouses, health care delivery systems, etc.

The model transformation methodology involves an architecture that organizes the models involved in the
transformation, and the transformation process itself, which consists of a mapping and associated transformation
rules.

Automated and cost-effective access to multiple analyses from a single conceptual model of the target discrete
event logistics system would provide much broader support for operational decision making and system
optimization.
To provide automated access from a formal system model to multiple analysis tools, such as discrete event
simulation or optimization, we extend current model-based systems engineering (MBSE) methodologies by
introducing a new model to model transformation method based on object-oriented creational patterns from
software design

System Model to Analysis Model
Transformation: Status Quo
• The two-step transformation generates an intermediate model before generating the simulation
• Provides a method to extend the functionality of the target simulation language. Second, it provides
flexibility and reusability by allowing the user to change the target analysis tool by implementing a
different transformation in the second step.
• The two-level transformation
• The higher-level transformation maps the abstract DELS concepts, such as subsystem definitions, from
SysML to the target analysis tool
• The lower-level transformation maps classifiers in the conceptual model in SysML to members of the DELS
model library
• The transformation takes instance data from a relational database and outputs simulation blocks for the target
tool

In the status quo, analysts hand-build a custom analysis to answer a specific question about a specific system:
e.g. “How many workers, forklifts, and pallets do I need to move parts and orders around my factory?” There is a
unique transformation model for every pair of (domain, analysis).

Object-Oriented, Network Based
Transformation

Result: Seamless Integration of Components
Represented in Different Formalisms
1a) System Description

1b) Instance Data

1c) Simulation Components

Generative Methods Based on Creational Patterns

Creational patterns abstract the instantiation process by encapsulating the knowledge about which concrete
classes the system uses and hiding how instance of these classes are created and assembled

2) Object-oriented
Transformation Engine

3) Output: Generated Simulation

Future Work on Bridging Abstractions:
A Metamodel of Operational Control

Organization of Generative Process
1) Abstract Factory pattern
• Used to take advantage of the network flow abstraction by declaring
an interface for creating products and declaring an abstract class for
each of the products
2a) Single parameterized concrete factory
2b) Multiple concrete factories, one for each product to be created
3) Prototyping from Model Library
• Build and debug the reusable simulation components in their native
simulation environment
4) Builder Classes to make modifications
• Since we created our simulation from stock objects cloned from a
model library, need a method to modify the internal machinery of
each product

Future work is focused on developing a canonical abstraction of operational control for a broader
class of systems called Discrete Event Logistics Systems (DELS).
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CONCEPTS:
- How to do it?
- Best practices for writing ad-hoc
transformation programs, and guidelines
to make them more robust and reusable?

CONCEPTS:
- object-oriented modeling
- object/relational mismatch for
schemas and instance models
- plant/control separation

Bridging Abstraction Model
CONCEPTS:
- Which abstraction is useful (queue,
network, queueing network, discreteevent logistics system)
- Formal definition of the abstraction

Analysis Model
CONCEPTS:
- How to index and catalog analysis
model generators to make them
broadly reusable?

Question about System Model
CONCEPTS:
- Formal definition of a well-formed
question ({describe, predict, control,
design}, about {structure, behavior},
about {plant, control})
- Integrate questions with system
models they are asked about

Question about Abstraction Model
CONCEPTS:
- Automatically infer an abstracted
question from a transformation between
a system model and bridging abstraction
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This canonical abstraction incorporates a metamodel of the control questions that are addressed in the related
literature. It then formalizes current reference architectures for DELS to support the explicit specification of
these control questions. This formalism allows the control problem to be specified within the context of the
system, provides an interface to connect optimization tools to solve the control problem, and a common
expression and implementation of the output and solution to the control problem.
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